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Micro Maxi Micro Deluxe Foldable shocking pink LED
(MMD096)  

 

This Maxi Micro from the Deluxe-family
scores points with two extra features:
Firstly, the intuitive folding mechanism
ensures that the kickboard with a simple
folded and stored anywhere with a simple
hand movement. Whether in the trunk,
under the chair at school or in the locker -
the Maxi Micro Deluxe Foldable LED has
room everywhere. Secondly, the sparkling
LED wheels ensure that the kids can be
seen from afar. from afar seen even in the
dark. The light is generated by a dynamo
mechanism. Thanks to no batteries are
required thanks to the inductive charging
process. In addition ABEC 9 ball bearings
guarantee maximum precision and
durability. The illuminated wheels look not
only look cool but provide also for more
safety.

 CHF 149.00  
      

      

It weighs just 2.8 kg, so the steering is particularly light and you glide over the asphalt. The anti-slip
coating on the footboard ensures a secure grip and the anodized handlebars emphasize the elegant
look of the Maxi Micro Deluxe series.

LED wheels
The way to school becomes a light show - thanks to the illuminated wheels, you can be seen from afar,
even in the dark. The LED version not only looks cooler, but also ensures greater safety.

Weight steering
The patented kickboard weight steering system works by shifting your own body weight. We developed
this system with Swiss specialists and it promotes the rider's balance, motor skills and coordination. In
addition, this steering system creates a very special riding experience and is suitable for all ages.

Age group: 5-12 years
Load capacity: 50kg
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Type of wheels: 120mm LED wheels / 80mm PU
Floor covering: Asphalt
Weight: 2.8 kg
Foldable: Yes
Handlebar height 1: 67cm
Handlebar height 2: 91cm
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